Abstract. In [10] certain birational transformations were constructed between the noncommutative schemes associated to quadratic and cubic three dimensional Sklyanin algebras. In the current paper we consider the inverse birational transformations and show that they are of the same type. Moreover we extend everything to the Z-algebras context, which allows us to incorporate the noncommutative quadrics introduced by Van den Bergh in [17].
Introduction
Throughout this paper k will be an algebraically closed field and all rings will be algebras over k. Following tradition [5] we associate a noncommutative projective scheme X " ProjpAq to a connected graded k-algebra A " k ' A 1 ' . . . which is generated by A 1 . ProjpAq is defined via its category of "quasicoherent sheaves":
QcohpXq :" QGrpAq " GrpAq{ TorspAq where GrpAq is the category of graded right A-modules and TorspAq is the full subcategory of torsion A-modules, i.e. those graded right A-modules that have locally right bounded grading [5] . A non-trivial class of noncommutative surfaces is given by three dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras as defined in [1] . Recall that a connected graded algebra A is called AS-regular of dimension d if it satisfies the following conditions (i) The Hilbert series h n pAq :" dim k pA n q is bounded by a polynomial in n.
(ii) A has finite global dimension d (iii) A has the Gorenstein property with respect to d
Such algebras with d " 3 and which are generated in degree 1 are classified in [1, 2] . There are two possibilities for the number of generators and relations:
(i) A is generated by three elements satisfying three quadratic relations (the "quadratic case"). In this case A has Hilbert series 1{p1´tq 3 , i.e. the same Hilbert series as a polynomial ring in three variables. Therefore we think of ProjpAq as being a noncommutative P 2 . (ii) A is generated by two elements satisfying two cubic relations (the "cubic case"). In this case A has Hilbert series 1{p1´tq 2 p1´t 2 q and we can think of ProjpAq as being a noncommutative P 1ˆP1 . (The rationale for this is explained in [17] .)
We write pr, sq for the number of generators of A and the degrees of the relations. Thus pr, sq " p3, 2q or p2, 3q depending on whether A is quadratic or cubic. The classification of three-dimensional AS-regular algebras A is in terms of suitable geometric data pY, L, σq where Y is a k-scheme, σ is an automorphism of Y and L is a line bundle on Y . More precisely: starting from pY, L, σq one can construct a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring BpY, L, σq (see for example [4] ). This is a connected graded k-algebra with r :" dim k pB 1 q equal to 2 or 3. Setting s " 5´r as above, we can then find the AS-regular algebra ApY, L, σq by dropping all relations in degree s`1 and higher. In particular there is a surjective morphism ApY, L, σq Ñ BpY, L, σq giving rise to an inclusion QGrpBq ãÑ QGrpAq (1) Moreover there is an equivalence of categories QGrpBq -QcohpY q (see for example [4] ). Therefore one often says there is a commutative curve Y contained inside the noncommutative surface X.
Below we say that A is a (quadratic or cubic) Sklyanin algebra if Y is smooth and σ is a translation.
Inspired by the commutative case it makes sense to expect that in a suitable sense noncommutative P 2 s are birationally equivalent to noncommutative P 1ˆP1 s. Such birational equivalences were constructed in [11] and [10] .
In [10] we provide a noncommutative version of the standard birational transformation P 1ˆP1 P 2 by showing that for each cubic Sklyanin algebra A there exists a quadratic Sklyanin algebra A 1 and an inclusioň
whereǍ andǍ 1 are the associated Z-algebras. (See §3 for more on Z-algebras. ) We then check that this inclusion gives rise to an isomorphism of the function fields Frac 0 pA 1 q -Frac 0 pAq, a result which was already announced in [14] and [13] . In [10] we also provide a noncommutative version of the Cremona transform P 2 P 2 by showing that for each quadratic Sklyanin algebra A there exists a quadratic Sklyanin algebra A 1 and an inclusioň
The construction was based on the choice of 3 non-collinear points p, q, r on Y and if A " ApY, L, ψq then
In §4 we recapitulate the construction of (2) and (3).
In §5 we extend the above to the level of Z-algebras (see §3 and Remark 5.2 for the appropriate definitions) and prove the following:
Theorem (Theorem 5.1). Let A be a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra. Then there is a quadratic Sklyanin Z-algebra A 1 and an inclusion A 1 ãÑ A p2q inducing an isomorphism between their function fields. This inclusion is constructed with respect to a point p on
Remark 1.1. The existence of the function field a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra (or more generally a "quadric") is proven in Appendix A.
In §5 we also provide noncommutative versions of the inverse birational transformation P 2 P 1ˆP1 as follows:
Theorem (Theorem 5.4). Let A be a quadratic Sklyanin Z-algebra, then there is a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra A 1 and an inclusion A 1 ãÑ A inducing an isomorphism between their function fields. This inclusion is constructed with respect to
In §6 we show (Theorem 6.2) that, modulo some technical hypothesis, the noncommutative Cremona as in (3) factors through the noncommutative P 2 P 1ˆP1 and P
1ˆP1

P
2 . As such all of these are examples of "quadratic transforms", a more general type of noncommutative birational transformations introduced in §6.
In the last sections we show that quadratic transforms are invertible in the following sense (for simplicity we omit some technical hypotheses):
Theorem (Theorem 7.4). 
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Z-algebras
In this section we recall some definitions and facts on Z-algebras. We refer the reader to [12] or sections 3 and 4 of [17] for a more thorough introduction. Recall that a Z-algebra is defined as an algebra R (without unit) with a decomposition
such that addition is degree-wise and multiplication satisfies R m,n R n,j Ă R m,j and R m,n R i,j " 0 if n ‰ i. Moreover there are local units e n P R n,n such that for each x P R m,n : e m x " x " xe n .
Notation . If A is a graded algebra, then it gives rise to a Z-algebraǍ viaǍ m,n " A n´m .
In particular the notion of a Z-algebra is a generalization of a (Z)-graded algebra. Based on this, most graded notions have a natural Z-algebra counterpart. For example we say that a Z-algebra R is positively graded if R m,n " 0 for m ą n.
A graded R-module is an R-module M together with a decomposition M " ' n M n such that the R-action on M satisfies M m R m,n Ă M n and M m R i,n " 0 if i ‰ m. The category of graded R-modules is denoted GrpRq and similar to the graded case we use the notation QGrpRq :" GrpRq{ TorspRq.
Remark 3.4. From a categorical point of view a Z-algebra R is nothing but a k-linear category R whose objects are given by the integers. The homogeneous elements of the algebra then correspond to morphisms between two such integers via Hom R p´j,´iq " R i,j and multiplication in R corresponds to composition of morphisms in R.
3.1. AS-regular Z-algebras.
Definition 3.5. Let R be a Z-algebra, then R is said to be connected, if it is positively graded, dim k pR m,n q ă 8 for each m, n and R m,m -k for all m. We say R is generated in degree 1 if R m,m`1 R m`1,n " R m,n holds for all m ă n. If R is a connected Z-algebra, generated in degree 1, then we denote S n,R " e n R{pe n Rq ěn`1 . I.e. S n,R is the unique R-module concentrated in degree n where it is equal to the base field k.
We can now give the definition of an AS-regular Z-algebra as in [17] Definition 3.6. A Z-algebra R over k is said to be AS-regular if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) R is connected and generated in degree 1 (2) dim k pR m,n q is bounded by a polynomial in n´m (3) The projective dimension of S n,R is finite and bounded by a number independent of n (4) @n P N :
GrpRq pS j,R , e n Rq¯" 1 (the "Gorenstein condition") It is immediate that if a graded algebra A is AS-regular, thenǍ is AS-regular in the above sense.
Z-algebra analogues of three dimensional quadratic and cubic AS-regular algebras were classified in [17] , it is shown in loc.sit. that every quadratic AS-regular Z-algebra is of the formǍ for some quadratic AS-regular algebra A. However most cubic AS-regular Z-algebras are not 1-periodic. To distinguish cubic AS-regular algebras from the more general cubic AS-regular Z-algebras, one often refers to the latter as quadrics.
Similar to the graded case, the classification of three-dimensional quadratic and cubic AS-regular Z-algebras in terms of geometric data pY, pL i q iPZ q where Y is a k-scheme and pL i q iPZ is an elliptic helix of line bundles on Y (see [6] for more information on helices). Starting from the geometric data one first constructs a Z-algebra analogue B " BpY, pL i q i q of the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring:
Again there is an equivalence of categories.
(see [17, Corollary 5.5.9]). r " dim k pB i,i`1 q does not depend on i and equals 3 (in the quadratic case) or 2 (in the cubic case). ApY, pL i q i q is then obtained from B by only preserving the relations in degree pi, i`sq for s " 5´r. It is shown that dim k pA i,i`n q does not depend on i; it hence makes sense to write hpnq :" dim k pA i,i`n q and one checks that hpnq coincides with the Hilbert series in the graded case (even thought AS-regular Z-algebras need not be 1-periodic).
3.2. Z-domains and Z-fields of fractions. In this section we give the natural generalizations of "domain" and "field of fractions" for Z-algebras. Among other generalizations, these notions can also be found in [7, §2] .
Definition 3.7. Let R be a Z-algebra. Then we say that R is a Z-domain if the following condition is satisfied:
It is known that three dimensional AS-regular algebras are domains ([3, Theorem 3.9] and [3, Theorem 8.1]). We extend this result to the level of quadrics and show:
Proof. The proof of this theorem is postponed to Appendix A.
Let R be a Z-algebra and R the associated category as in Remark 3.4. Let W be a collection of homogeneous elements and let W be the corresponding collection of morphisms. We then say that R is localizable at W if pR, Wq admits a calculus of fractions (see for example [8] ). In this case we define RrW´1s as the Z-algebra associated to RrW´1s.
Using the theory of (right) fractions for a category one easily checks that the following definition makes sense.
Definition 3.9. Let R be a Z-domain, then R admits a Z-field of (right) fractions if the following condition is satisfied:
The elements of FracpRq i,j are equivalence classes of couples pr, sq where r P R i,l , s P R j,l zt0u for some l P Z. The equivalence relation is given by @l 1 , l 2 P Z, @r 1 P R i,l1 , r 2 P R i,l2 , s 1 P R j,l1 zt0u, s 2 P R j,l2 zt0u :
Dl 3 P Z, Dx P R l1,l3 zt0u, Dy P R l2,l3 zt0u : r 1 x " r 2 y and s 1 x " s 2 y
The following is obvious from the definition:
Proposition 3.10. Let A be a graded domain. Then
A admits a (graded) field of (right) fractions ôǍ admits a Z-field of (right) fractions Moreover in this case F racpAq " F racpǍq
Recall that graded domains admit fields of (right-)fractions when they are graded (right-)noetherian or when they have subexponential growth. A similar result can be found in [7] : Proposition 3.11. Let R be a Z-domain such that each e i R is a uniform module (i.e. for all nonzero M, N Ă e i R : M X N ‰ 0). Then R admits a Z-field of (right) fractions.
Proof. We need to show that for all r P R l,i , s P R l,j zt0u there exists an n P Z and elements r 1 P R j,n , s 1 P R i,n zt0u such that rs 1 " sr 1 . If r " 0 then it suffices to take r 1 " 0. If r ‰ 0 the existence of r 1 and s 1 follows from the fact that rR and sR are nonzero submodules of the uniform module e l R.
Similarly the following will be shown in Appendix A:
Theorem 3.12. Let A be a quadric. Then A admits a Z-field of fractions. Remark 3.13. As three dimensional, quadratic AS-regular Z-algebras are 1-periodic, the existence of their Z-field of fractions is automatic from Proposition 3.10.
Remark 3.14. When Q " FracpAq it is customary to refer to Q 0,0 as the function field of QGrpAq. We will do so throughout this paper. [10] In [10] we construct noncommutative versions of the birational transformation P 1ˆP1 P 2 and the Cremona Transform P 2 P 2 using the following recipe:
Summary of the results in
Step 1) Let A be a 3-dimensional Sklyanin algebra. Let pY, L, σq be the associated geometric data, B be the associated twisted homogeneous coordinate ring and QcohpXq " QGrpAq. Denote BimodpY´Y q ãÑ BimodpX´Xq for the categories of bimodules (recall: BimodpX 1´X2 q is the category of right exact functors QcohpX 1 q Ñ QcohpX 2 q commuting with direct limits) with o Y , o X corresponding to the identity functors. Let o X p´Y q "
Step 2) Choose a divisor d on Y in the following way:
Step 3) Define Z-algebras D Y and D as follows
and π is the quotient functor GrpAq Ñ QGrpAq. By [16, Lemma 8.2 .1] the inclusions m τ´id ãÑ o X give rise to an inclusion D ãÑǍ p2q .
1 Unfortunately BimodpX 1´X2 q appears not to be an abelian category.This technical difficulty is solved in [16] by embedding BimodpX´Y q into a larger abelian category BIMODpX 1´X2 q consisting of "weak bimodules". In particular we will always construct kernels and cokernels as elements in BIMODpX 1´X2 q. This being said, these technical complication will be invisible in this paper as all bimodules we construct will be elements of the (smaller) category BimodpX 1´X2 q.
Step 4) One shows that D Y is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring, i.e. there is a sequence of line bundles pG i q iPZ such that
Moreover the G i must form an "elliptic helix" (for a quadratic AS regular Z-algebra), i.e.
‚ deg
Step 5) One shows that D is generated in degree 1. For this we need some natural vanishing results on O X paq b m τ´md . . . m τ´n`1d (We will recapitulate and slightly extend these vanishing results in Lemmas 5.8 and 5.10.) Step 6) One shows that the canonical map D Ñ D Y is surjective and that D has the correct Hilbert series. It then follows that D is the AS-regular Z-algebra corresponding to the elliptic helix pG i q iPZ on Y . As D is quadratic, there is an AS-regular quadratic algebra
Step 7) Check that the induced morphism
is an isomorphism. This check is immediate as injectivity comes for free and surjectivity follows by a Hilbert series argument.
5. Addendum to [10] As explained in the previous section, in [10] we construct noncommutative versions of the birational transformation P 1ˆP1 P 2 . In this section we slightly generalize this (Theorem 5.1) and in addition we discuss a noncommutative version of the inverse birational transformation P 2 P 1ˆP1 (Theorem 5.4).
Theorem 5.1. Let A " ApY, pL i q iPZ q be a quadric such that ‚ Y is a smooth elliptic curve ‚ L 2 -α˚L 0 for some α P AutpY q which is given by translation by a point of order at least 3 (i.e. α 2 ‰ Id).
then there exists a quadratic Sklanin algebra A 1 and an inclusion | A 1 ãÑ A p2q inducing an isomorphism of function fields.
Remark 5.2. We refer to a quadric as in Theorem 5.1 as a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra.
Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.1 extends [10] in the sense that it does not require A to be 1-periodic.
Theorem 5.4. Let A " ApY, ψ, Lq be a quadratic Sklyanin algebra. Then there exists a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra D and an inclusion D ãÑǍ inducing an isomorphism of function fields. The construction of D depends on two points, p, q P Y and D is 1-periodic, i.e. of the form D " | A 1 , if q " σp for σ a translation such that σ 2 " ψ´3.
As both Theorem 5.1 and 5.4 contain statements on AS-regular Z-algebras which need not be 1-periodic we introduce some notation for an AS-regular Z-algebra A: Inspired by p7q and Remark 3.1 we define
Under the equivalence of categories QGrpBq -QcohpY q (see (4) We also have the following standard vanishing result Lemma 5.5. Let A be an AS-regular Z-algebra of dimension 3 with Hilbert function h and let X " QGrpAq and O X piq be as above, then we have
Proof. Similar to [5, Theorem 8.1].
Remark 5.6. Throughout the rest of the paper X and O X piq will be defined as in Lemma 5.5.
We now give an overview of both proofs separately. The recipe is as in §4 and we only highlight the steps that need to be adapted.
(Proof of Theorem 5.1).
Step 1) Let A " ApY, pL i q iPZ q be a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra as in the statement of Theorem 5.1. Steps 2) and 3) Let p be a point on Y and set τ " α 2 ‰ Id and d " p in the definition of D and D Y as in (6).
Step 4) Computations similar to the ones in [10, §5] show that D Y is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring, i.e.
for some new collection of line bundles on Y :
It follows easily that these line bundles satisfy (a) deg
where ψ is an arbitrary translation satisfying ψ 3 " τ .
Steps 5), 6) and 7) We need the following generalizations of [10, Lemma 6.2, Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5]:
Lemma 5.7. Let A be as above and let p be a point in Y . Let i P Z and let P i be the point module generated in degree i corresponding to the point p (i.e. the point module truncated at degree i).
Then there is a complex of the following form:
where ζ is part of the minimal resolution of
Moreover the complex (12) is exact everywhere except at e i A where it has one-dimensional cohomology, concentrated in degree i`1.
Proof. Similar to the proof of [10, Lemma 6.2] this is based on fact that the minimal projective resolution for P i is given by
The latter is a Z-algebra analogue of the projective resolution of a point module as in [3, Proposition 6.7.i]. The proof in loc. cit. can be adapted to a Z-algebra version as follows: First we note that by [16, §5] there is a 1-1-correspondence between point modules (truncated in degree i) and points on Y , so the correspondence between p P Y and P i is well defined. Next we generalize line modules to modules of the form e j A{aA where a P A j,j`1 . As A is a Z-domain (Theorem 3. 
and for i´j ď 2m´2n`2:
Proof. Similar to [10, Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5] by using Lemmas 5.7 and 5.5.
One can now copy the proofs in [10, §6] 
4).
Step 1) Throughout this section A " ApY, L, ψq is a quadratic Sklyanin algebra, hence Y is a smooth elliptic curve, L is a degree 3 line bundle on Y and ψ P AutpY q is given by translation by a point with τ " ψ 3 ‰ Id. Steps 2) and 3) The construction of D is slightly different from the one in (6):
Let p, q be points on Y and denote
where τ " ψ 3 . We define m di,Y and m di as in p5q and introduce Z-algebra
Step 4) Computations similar to the ones in [10, §5] show
for some collection of line bundles on Y given by:
and these line bundles satisfy
Steps 5) and 6) This is completely analogous to [10, §6] . The only difference lies in the resolution of Op´iq b m dn : this time it is of the form:
This is based on the following:
Lemma 5.9. Let A " ApY, L, ψq be a quadratic AS-regular algebra of dimension 3, let p P Y be a point and let P be the corresponding point module. Then the minimal resolution of P has the following form
Proof. This follows immediately from [3, Proposition 6.7] .
From this we find the following standard vanishing results:
Lemma 5.10. With the notations as above we have for i´j ď 2:
and for i´j ď m´n`1:
Proof. Similar to [10, Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5] by using Lemmas 5.9 and 5.5.
For checking that D has the correct Hilbert series we see that (using computation similar to [16, Corollary 5 
Using Lemma 5.10 this implies
i.e. D has the Hilbert series of a cubic AS-regular Z´algebra and hence we can conclude that D is AS-regular.
Step 7) Injectivity of Frac 0,0 pDq Ñ Frac 0 pAq is again immediate. For surjectivity we need to prove that for any fixed n P N there is some N P N such that 
Cremona Transformations and quadratic transforms
Convention 6.1. In the following sections we will always identify graded algebras with their associated Z-algebras. The Z-algebra D which was introduced in sections 4 and 5 will now be denoted by A 1 . Moreover we will use the terminology "(three dimensional) Sklyanin Z-algebras" for both quadratic and cubic Sklyanin Z-algebras.
The goal of this section is to link the noncommutative version of the Cremona transform P 2 P 2 as constructed in [10] (see also §4 for a reminder of this construction) to the noncommutative versions of P We prove that (modulo some technical assumptions) the same holds in the noncommutative setting: Theorem 6.2. Let A " ApY, L, ψq and A 1 be quadratic Sklyanin algebras and let γ : A 1 ãÑ A p2q be a noncommutative Cremona transformation as in [10] .
The middle row and column are the exact sequences as in (5) . The last row is obtained by applying´b m q to the middle row, it hence is automatically right exact. Similarly the first column is right exact.
We can identify m p m q both with the image of f 1 and a 3 (and hence the kernel of g 1 and b 3 ). To see this recall that m p m q is defined as the image of
The identification then follows as f " f 2˝a3 " a 2˝f1 and as a 2 and f 2 are monomorphisms.
Next we claim that a 1 and f 3 are in fact isomorphisms. The proof follows from this claim as it implies m p m q serves both as a kernel for b 2˝f2 and g 2˝a2 . As such it is the pullback of
On the other hand o p`q " o p 'o q such that m p`q , being the kernel of o X b2'g2 Ý ÝÝÝ Ñ o p`q , also is a pullback of the above diagram. In particular m p`q -m p m q .
It hence remains to prove the above claim. As the argument is the same for both morphisms we only explain this for a 1 
We can now finish the main result of this section:
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Recall from §4 that γ : A 1 ãÑ A p2q was constructed as follows:
We construct γ 2 : A 2 ãÑ A with respect to the points p, q as in Theorem 5.4. I.e.
By Lemma 6.3 for each i we can write m d2i m d2i`1 " m τ´ipp`qq . In particular the inclusions m τ´ipp`q`rq ãÑ m τ´ipp`qq give rise to an inclusion γ 1 : A 1 ãÑ A 2p2q such that γ " γ 2˝γ1 . It hence remains to show that γ 1 is in fact an inclusion as in Theorem 5.1. For this we need to prove the existence of a point p 1 such that
1 is generated in degree 1, it suffices to check (20) for n " m`1 in which case the left hand side of (20) equals
and the right hand side equals
. Hence the theorem is proven by choosing p 1 " r. It immediately follows from the definition that if A 1 ãÑ A pvq is a quadratic transform, then v " 2 n for some nonnegative integer n. By construction our noncommutative versions of P The main goal of the following sections is to prove that in a suitable sense quadratic transforms are invertible: Definition 7.1. Let A be a Z-algebra such that Q :" FracpAq exists. We say that an injective morphism of Z-algebras φ : A ãÑ A pvq is inner if there exist z m P Q vm,m´t 0u such that for a P A m,n we have φpaq " z m az´1 n . Moreover we require
The following is clear (with A i`1 necessarily cubic) the points p i , q i used in the construction of γ i lie in different τ -orbits. Then γ is invertible and the "inverse" δ can be chosen as a quadratic transform δ : A Ñ A 1p2 n q with |n´m| ď 1.
We will call δ as in the previous theorem an inverse quadratic transform to γ.
The following reduces the amount of work for proving Theorem 7.4 dramatically. such that δ 1˝γ1 , δ 2˝γ2 , γ 1˝δ1 and γ 2˝δ2 are inner. We now claim pδ 2˝δ1 q˝pγ 1˝γ2 q and pγ 1˝γ2 q˝pδ 2˝δ1 q are inner as well. As both proofs are analogous, we only prove the latter. Let z 1,m P Frac A w1v1m,m´t 0u and z 2,m P Frac A 1 w2v2m,m´t 0u be as in Definition 7.1. Then for each a P A m,n : ppγ 1˝γ2 q˝pδ 2˝δ1 qqpaq " γ 1 ppγ 2˝δ2 qpδ 1 px" γ 1`z2,v1m δ 1 pxqz´1 2,v1n" γ 1 pz 2,v1m qpγ 1˝δ1 qpxqγ 1 pz 2,v1n q´1 " γ 1 pz 2,v1m qpz 1,m xz´1 1,n qγ 1 pz 2,v1n q´1 " pγ 1 pz 2,v1m qz 1,m q x pγ 1 pz 2,v1n qz 1,n q´1
Moreover obviously Remark 7.8. Our approach to proving Theorems 7.6 and 7.7 is as follows: we first construct an inclusion of Z-algebras δ : A ãÑ A 1 pvq such that the composition γ˝δ : A Ñ A pwvq is inner. Afterwards we will show that δ is in fact a quadratic transform and that δ˝γ is inner as well.
Inverting quadratic transforms between quadratic Sklyanin algebras and cubic Sklyanin Z-algebras
In this section we finish the proof of Theorem 7.4 by proving Theorem 7.6 and Theorem 7.7. The proofs of these theorems are intertwined:
In §8. such that γ 1˝δ1 is inner. Finally in §8.3 we prove that these constructions are each others inverses. I.e. if we were to construct δ out of γ as in §8.1, set γ 1 " δ and compute δ 1 as in §8.2, then δ 1 " γ. This allows us to conclude that not only γ˝δ, but also δ˝γ is inner (as it is equal to γ 1˝δ1 ). The analogous results are true if we were to start from γ 1 .
8.1. The Z 2 -algebra associated to a noncommutative P 2 P 1ˆP1 . Throughout this subsection γ : A 1 ãÑ A will be a quadratic transform between a quadratic Sklyanin algebra A " ApY, L, ψq and a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra A 1 . Recall from §5.2 that the construction of γ is based on the choice of two points p, q P Y . We will use the notation from this section, in particular d i is defined as in p14q. Moreover we define τ " ψ 3 , L i " σ˚iL and assume p and q lie different τ -orbits. We "glue" the algebras A and A 1 into a single Z 2 -algebra:
A pi,jq,pm,nq :"
With X and O X piq as in Lemma 5.5. Note thatÃ pi,0q,pm,0q " A i,m andÃ p0,jq,p0,nq "
In other wordsÃ "contains" both A and A 1 .
Remark 8.1. By constructionÃ pi,jq,pm,nq Ă A i`j,m`n and as suchÃ contains no nontrivial zero divisors.
We now give some results on the dimensions of certainÃ pi,jq,pm,nq . For this let hpnq be the Hilbert function of A and h 1 pnq be the Hilbert function of A 1 . I.e. @i P Z : dim k pA i,i`n q " hpnq and dim k pA
The following easy properties ofÃ are immediate from the definition: Proposition 8.2. LetÃ be as above then (1) dim kÃpi,jq,pi,j`bq " h 1 pbq holds for all b, i, j P Z with b ě 0 (2) dim kÃpi,jq,pi`a,j`bq " hpa`bq holds for all a, b, i, j P Z with a ě 0, b ď 0 More interesting is the following:
Proof. The case a "´1 can be done analogously to §5. 2 Step 5) and 6). For a ď´2 we can no longer use Lemma 5.10 and the proof is based on the existence of an "I-basis" (see [15] for the definition and construction of an I-basis). As we will only use the case a "´1, we refer the interested reader to Appendix B for the details of the proof for a ď´2.
As a result of Lemma 8.3 bothÃ pi,jq,pi´1,j`2q andÃ pi,jq,pi`1,j´1q are one dimensional. Let δ i,j and γ i,j be nonzero elements in these spaces. We can then visualisẽ A on a 2-dimensional square grid.
From Lemma 8.3 we conclude that the vector spaces on the solid arrows all have the same dimension. Hence since A is a domain we have an isomorphism of vector spaces:
Whenever 2i`j " 2m`n and i ě m we write δ pi,jq,pm,nq " δ i,j δ i´1,j`2 . . . δ m`1,n´2 PÃ pi,jq,pm,nq (25) when i ă m we define δ pi,jq,pm,nq :" δ´1 pm,nq,pi,jq P FracpAq i`2j,m`2n (26)
In particular we always have δ pi,jq,pk,lq δ pk,lq,pm,nq " δ pi,jq,pm,nq
From (24) we obtain an isomorphism δ p0,2i`jq,pi,jq¨δpi,j`bq,p0,2i`j`bq :Ã pi,jq,pi,j`bq ÑÃ p0,2i`jq,p0,2i`j`bq Now note that there is always an inclusion (27)¨δ pm,nq,pi,n`2m´2iq :Ã pi,jq,pm,nq ÑÃ pi,jq,pi,n`2m´2iq
If m ě i this follows from the fact that A is a domain. Lemma 8.3 tells us the map is also well defined if m ă i, in which case case (27) even is an isomorphism.
Summarizing we obtain an inclusion δ p0,2i`jq,pi,jq¨δpm,nq,p0,2m`nq :Ã pi,jq,pm,nq ÑÃ p0,2i`jq,p0,2m`nq
And hence an inclusion δ p0,2iq,pi,0q¨δpm,0q,p0,2mq : A i,m "Ã pi,0q,pm,0q ÑÃ p0,2iq,p0,2mq " A
One easily checks that these inclusions are compatible with multiplication on A and A 1 such that we get an inclusion of algebras
Our goal is to show that δ is in fact a quadratic transform as in Definition 6.4. Moreover we want γ˝δ to be inner (as stated in the introduction of this section, the proof to show that δ˝γ is inner is postponed to §8.3). We first prove the latter:
Let γ pi,jq,pm,nq be defined like δ pi,jq,pm,nq but using γ i,j instead of δ i,j (and i`j " m`n in stead of 2i`j " 2m`n; recall γ i,j lies in the 1-dimensional spacẽ A pi,jq,pi`1,j´1q ). It is easy to see that the quadratic transform γ : A 1 Ñ A we started with is given by γ pj,0q,p0,jq¨γp0,nq,pn,0q : A 1 j,n "Ã p0,jq,p0,nq ÑÃ p2j,0q,p2n,0q " A 2j,2n So the composition is given by γ p2i,0q,p0,2iq δ p0,2iq,pi,0q¨δpm,0q,p0,2mq γ p0,2mq,p2m,0q :
This composition is inner with z i " γ p2i,0q,p0,2iq δ p0,2iq,pi,0q P FracpAq 2i,i
One easily checks that the elements z i indeed satisfy the conditions in (21).
We now prove that δ is a quadratic transform. For this we need to show the existence of a point p 1 P Y such that
We first defineB likeÃ but starting from B instead of from A. We find (using (9) and (10)) B pi,jq,pm,nq :" is an epimorphism in the first quadrant (i.e. m ě i, n ě j).
Recall that by the definition of δ we have for each x P A i,i`1
when i ě 0 and (31) δpxqδ 0,2i`2 δ´1 ,2i`4 . . . δ i`2,´2 " δ 0,2i δ´1 ,2i`2 . . . δ i`1,´2 x when i ă 0. Hence in order to prove the existence of p 1 in (29) we have to understand (the product of) the image(s) δ i,j of δ i,j in (32)B pi,jq,pi´1,j`2q " ΓpY, L i`j p´d j´dj`1As L i`j p´d j´dj`1 q has degree 1 on Y we can choose a point p 
In particular δ i,j is a non-zero section of L i`j p´d j´dj`1´τ´i`1 p 1 q. As the latter has degree zero on Y δ i,j is everywhere non-zero on Y .
In particular, going back to (30) (and hence assuming i ě 0, the case i ă 0 being completely similar) we see that
is an everywhere non-zero section of
This is precisely what we had to show according to (29).
The Z
2 algebra associated to a noncommutative P 1ˆP1 P 2 . Throughout this subsection γ : A 1 ãÑ A p2q will be a quadratic transform between a cubic Sklyanin Z-algebra A " ApY, pL i q iPZ q and a quadratic Sklyanin algebra A 1 . Recall from §5.1 that the construction of γ is based on the choice of a points p P Y . We will use the notation from this section, in particular τ " α 2 .
We define the Z 2 -algebraÃ as follows:
As in the previous section the following easy properties ofÃ are immediate from the definition.: Proposition 8.6. LetÃ be as above then (1)Ã pi,0q,pm,0q " A i,m (2)Ã p0,jq,p0,nq " A 1 j,n (3)Ã contains no nontrivial zero divisors (4) dim kÃpi,jq,pi,j`bq " h 1 pbq holds for all b, i, j P Z with b ě 0 and h 1 the Hilbert series of A 1 (5) dim kÃpi,jq,pi`a,j`bq " hpa`2bq holds for all a, b, i, j P Z with a ě 0, b ď 0 and h the Hilbert series of A Where for p3q we used the fact that A is a Z-domain as in Theorem 3.8.
We also have the following partial analogue of Lemma 8.3:
dim kÃpi,jq,pi´1,j`bq " dim kÃpi,jq,pi,j`b´1q " h 1 pb´1q
Proof. The computation is completely similar to the a "´1 case of Lemma 8.3 using Lemma 5.10 and [10, Lemma 6.5] Remark 8.8. Although one cannot use an I-basis in the classical sense we expect dim kÃpi,jq,pi`a,j`bq " h 1 pb`2¨aq to hold for all a ď 0.
As a corollary of Lemma 8.7 and Proposition 8.6(3) we knowÃ pi,jq,pi´1,j`2q and A pi,jq,pi`1,j´1q are one dimensional. Let δ i,j and γ i,j be nonzero elements in these spaces. We can then visualiseÃ on a 2-dimensional square grid.
p3,
All horizontal arrows represent three dimensional vector spaces whereas the vertical arrows represent two dimensional vector spaces and dotted arrows represent one dimensional vector spaces (labeled by γ i,j and δ i,j ). Completely identical to previous sections there is an inclusion δ p0,iq,pi,0q¨δpm,0q,p0,mq : A i,m "Ã pi,0q,pm,0q ÑÃ p0,iq,p0,mq " A
(where the elements δ pi,jq,pm,nq are defined as in p25q and p26q. The only thing which essentially changed is that δ pi,jq,pm,nq is now only defined when i`j " m`n in stead of i`2j " m`2n.) The induced inclusion of algebras
is such that the composition γ˝δ is inner with
Our next aim is to show that δ is a quadratic transform. For this we need to show the existence of two points p 1 , q 1 P Y such that if we define d
We again start by defining a Z 2 -algebraB. This time it takes the following form: is an epimorphism in the first quadrant (i.e. m ě i, n ě j).
Recall that for each x P A i,i`1 , δpxq is related to x and elements δ pi,jq,pm,nq via (38)
when i ě 0 and
2i,2i`2 we need to understand (the product of) the image(s) δ i,j of δ i,j inB. First remark that if we choose
then similar to Lemma 8.5 we then have for all i, j:
As L i`2j p´τ´jp´d 1 i´1 q has degree zero on Y , δ i,j is everywhere non-zero on Y . In particular, going back to (30) (and hence assuming i ě 0, the case i ă 0 being completely similar) we see that
8.3. Invertability of the quadratic transforms. We now show that if γ and δ are as in §8.1 or §8.2, then δ˝γ is inner. This boils down to computations on the geometric data associated to γ and δ. First assume A " ApY, L, ψq is quadratic and γ : A 1 ãÑ A is constructed with respect to p, q P Y . Then according to Lemma 8.5 the quadratic transform δ : A ãÑ A 1p2q is constructed with respect to a point
Using the techniques in §8.2 we find a quadratic transformγ : A 1 Ñ A such that gamma˝δ is inner. By (40) we knowγ is constructed with respect to points p 2 , q 2 P Y satisfying
with G i as in (17). Moreover §8.1 constructs A out of an elliptic helix pL
For this recall from [17, Theorem 4.2.3] that there exists a linebundle N of degree zero on Y such that for each linebundle M we have rψ˚Ms " rMs`degpMq¨rN s. Using this we find:
Similarly p 2 " p. Next we show that the elliptic helix pL 2 i q iPZ coincides with pL i q iPZ :
Next we do similar computations in case A " ApY, pL i q iPZ is a quadric and γ : A 1 ãÑ A p2q in constructed with respect to a point p P Y as in §8.1. Similar to the above it suffices to prove p 2 " p and (11) (40) and (36). First we prove p 2 " p, for this we take N a degree zero linebundle on Y such that rα˚Ms " rMs`degpMq¨rN s with α as in Theorem 5.1
We now that the elliptic helix pL 2 i q iPZ coincides with pL i q iPZ : rL
Finishing the proof of Theorem 7.4.
Appendix A. Quadrics admit Z-fields of fractions
In this appendix we prove the following Theorem (Theorem 3.8 and 3.12). Let A be a quadric, then A is a Z-domain and A admits a Z-field of fractions.
The proof of this theorem is based on several preliminary results.
Notation . Throughout this appendix A will always be a quadric. Moreover for any A-module M we let pdpM q and GKdimpM q denote the projective and GelfandKirillov dimension respectively.
A.1. Preliminary results.
A.1.1. Some lemmas.
Lemma A.1. Let M be a finitely generated left-or right-A-module and assume pdpM q ď 1, then GKdimpM q ě 2. Lemma A.3. Let i P Z be any integer and M be some graded submodule of e i A then GKdimpM q " 3 ô GKdimpe i A{M q ă 3.
Proof. GKdimpe i A{M q ă 3 ñ gkdimpM q " 3 is trivial. Let us prove the other direction.
Assume by way of contradiction that GKdimpM q " GKdimpe i A{M q " 3. As both M and e i A{M are nonzero we have epM q ą 0 and epe i A{M q ą 0. However as they have equal GKdim, we have epe i Aq " epM q`epe i A{M q. A direct computation shows that epe j Aq " (1) e i A is a Noetherian object in GrpAq. In particular any ascending chain of submodules of e i A must stabilize. This allows us to set N i to be the largest submodule of e i A of GKdim ď 2. (2) Define N as à iPZ N i . Then N is a homogeneous two-sided ideal of A. To see why N also has the structure of a left ideal, note that if a P A i,j then aN j is a submodule of e i A of GKdim ď 2. This implies that aN j Ă N i for otherwise aN j`Ni would be a strictly larger submodule than N i but it still has GKdim ď 2.
Remark A.4. Recall that A, being a quadric, is 2-periodic [17, Proposition 5.6.1]. I.e. there is an isomorphism A -Ap2q. This isomorphism induces an isomorphism N -N p2q. To see this, fix any i P Z and let f i : e i A Ñ e i`2 Ap2q be the induced isomorphism. Then f i pe i N q has GKdim " 2 in particular, being an Ap2q-submodule of e i`2 Ap2q we must have f i pe i N q Ă e i`2 N p2q. By considering f´1 i we see that this must in fact be an equality.
Lemma A.5. Let N be as above, then A :" A{N is a Z-domain.
Proof. Let b P A i,j zN i,j , we then need to show that the induced morphism Now suppose by way of contradiction that kerpb¨q ‰ 0. By construction e j A " e j A{N j does not contain submodules of GKdim ď 2, hence GKdim`kerpb¨q˘" 3. This implies that GKdim pkerpb¨qq " 3 as well. By Lemma A.3 we must have GKdim pbAq ă 3, hence also GKdim`bA˘ă 3. As bA Ă e i A and e i A does not contain submodules of GKdim ď 2 we must have bA " 0, contradicting the fact that b ‰ 0. For a bounded complex C ‚ of (finitely generated, graded right-)A-modules (or A op -modules) we define the Hilbert series of C ‚ as
nd we denote epC ‚ q to be the leading coefficient of the series expension of h C ‚ ptq in terms of p1´tq´1 and GKdimpC ‚ q as the highest power of p1´tq´1 in this expansion, i.e. the order of pole of h C ‚ ptq
We then have the following:
f pGrpAqq, then we have the following equality of rational functions:
By linearity of the definition of h C ‚ , it suffices to prove the equality in case C ‚ is given by some projective e i A concentrated in position j. In this case pC ‚ q D is given by Ae i (hence e´iA op ) concentrated in position p´jq such that
Corollary A.8. Let C ‚ be a bounded complex of (finitely generated) right A-
Proof. Suppose
Then we need to show that
First note that for each n P Z we can write:
β n,j p1´tq j with β n,j P k˚. Then by Lemma A.7 we have
Lemma A.9. Let M be a finitely generated right-A-module, then Ext Proof. As e i N is a submodule of the noetherian right A-module e i A, it is finitely generated. I.e. there are elements x i,i P A i,i , x i,i`1 P A i,i`1 , . . . , x i,n P A i,n such that
Let I j be the left annihilator of x i,j , i.e.
Then there is an exact sequence of left A-modules
The result now follows from Lemma A.3. Then GKdimpM q " 3. To see this let x be any nonzero element in M j Ă A i,j , then by Theorem 3.8 we have 3 " GKdimpe j Aq " GKdimpxe j Aq ď GKdimpM q ď GKdimpe i Aq " 3 Now let N be any other nonzero submodule of e i A. Then obviously GKdimpN q " 3 as well. Suppose by way of contradiction that M X N " 0, then the following composition is a monomorphism:
N ãÑ e i A Ñ e i A{M such that GKdimpe i A{M q " 3. This gives a contradiction with Lemma A.3. Hence for any nonzero M, N Ă e A we must have M X N ‰ 0, s that e i A is a uniform module.
Appendix B. I-bases for quadratic Sklyanin algebras and Lemma 8.3
Throughout this section we assume A " ApY, L, ψq is a quadratic Sklyanin algebra with Hilbert series h. p and q are points lying in different τ -orbits with τ " ψ 3 . Our goal is to prove that for a ď´2 : 
where d i is as in (14) . Using pO X pnq b m p q pmq "`O X b m ψ´np˘p n`mq (see for example [10, §6] ) and replacing p and q by ψ x p, ψ y q for the appropriate values of x and y this is equivalent to proving dim k`H ompO X ,`O X b m d0 . . . m d b´1˘p a`bqq˘" h 1 p2a`bq (42)
We will prove this using I-bases.
B.1. I-bases. In this subsection we recall the definition and construction of an Ibasis for a quadratic Sklyanin algebra. For a more thorough introduction to I-bases we refer the reader to [15] .
Definition B.1. Let A " ApY, L, ψq be a quadratic Sklyanin algebra and let G denote the monoid of monomials in x, y, z. Let G n denote the subset of all degree n monomials. An I-basis for A is then given by a map v : G Ñ A satisfying the following properties: i) vpG n q is a k-basis for A n ii) for any g P G there are elements x g , y g , z g P A 1 such that vpgxq " vpgqx g , vpgyq " vpgqy g and vpgzq " vpgqz g Remark B.2. Note that vpxq " x 1 , vpyq " y 1 , vpzq " z 1 . An I basis can hence alternatively be given by a collection of tx g , y g , z g u gPG satisfying x g y xg " y g x yg , x g z xg " z g x zg , y g z yg " z g y zg In [15, §4] Tate and Van den Bergh give a construction for an I-basis for a Sklyanin algebra. In the case of a quadratic Sklyanin algebra this construction depends on the choice of a rational point o " po 1 , o 2 , o 3 q P Y 3 . For each g P G one defines og by setting ox " pψo 1 , ψ´2o 2 , ψ´2o 3 q oy " pψ´2o 1 , σo 2 , ψ´2o 3 q oz " pψ´2o 1 , ψ´2o 2 , ψo 3 q such that if g " x α y β z λ then og " pψ α´2β´2λ o 1 , ψ β´2α´2λ o 2 , ψ λ´2α´2β o 3 q.
We then define x g , y g , z g P A 1 " ΓpY, Lq (up to a scalar multiple) by setting x g ppogq 1 q ‰ 0 x g ppogq 2 q " 0 x g ppogq 3 q " 0 y g ppogq 1 q " 0 y g ppogq 2 q ‰ 0 y g ppogq 3 q " 0 z g ppogq 1 q " 0 z g ppogq 2 q " 0 z g ppogq 3 q ‰ 0 (the scalar multiples are then chosen such that the relations in Remark B.2 hold)
In particular
vpxq " x 1 P ΓpY, Lp´o 2´o3" Hom X pO X , O X p1q b m o2`o3 q " Hom X pO X , pO X b m σ´1o2`σ´1o3 qp1qq
and analogously vpyq P Hom X pO X , pO X b m ψ´1o1`ψ´1o3 qp1qq
vpzq P Hom X pO X , pO X b m ψ´1o1`ψ´1o2 qp1qq
Similar computations are possible for monomials of higher degree, for example: vpxyq " x 1¨yx lies in the image of Hom X pO X , pO X bm ψ´1o2`ψ´1o3 qp1qqbHom X pO X , pO X bm ψ´1ox1`ψ´1ox3 qp1qq ãÑ Where r is some point on Y lying in a different τ -orbit than p and q. (recall that we required p and q to lie in different τ -orbits).
We can can inductively show the following: assume α, β, λ are nonnegative integers then: T contradicts α P N such that the left hand side of (46) is zero. Hence from now on we can assume 2a`b ě 0.
This combinatorial problem has a graphical interpretation: it asks for counting the number of dots in Figure 3 whose coefficients pα, β, λq satisfy the above inequalities. 2^) The green, red and blue numbers can be visualized as in Figure 4 . The reason for writing our combinatorial problem as in p47q is the existence of the following bijection:
tpα, β, λq P N 3 | α`β`λ " n 1 , α ě n 2 u Ñ tpα, β, λq P N 3 | α`β`λ " n 1´n2 u :
pα, β, λq Þ Ñ pα´n 2 , β, λq )# ! pα, β, λq P N 3 | α`β`λ "
Now we can use the following: for all n ě 0:
#tpα, β, λq P N 3 | α`β`λ " nu "
pn`2qpn`1q 2 (recall that we assumed a ď´2 and a`b ě 0 such that´a´2,
Hence combining (48) and (49) we find that # ! pα, β, λq P N 3 | α`β`λ " a`b, α ď a`b´R b 2 V , β ď a`b´Z b 2^)
